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TRUST R ACKSPACE
 • A leader in the 2018 Gartner Magic Quadrant 

for Public Cloud Infrastructure Managed Service 
Providers, Worldwide

 • 3,000+ cloud experts

 • Hosting provider for more than half of the 
Fortune 100

 • 20+ years of hosting experience

 • Customers in 150+ countries

QUALIFICATIONS
 • VMware Premiere Cloud Provider

 • Two-time VMware Partner Innovation 
Award Winner

 • VMware’s 2017 Global Integrate Public Clouds 
Partner of the Year

 • Hundreds of VMware Certified Professionals (VCP)

 • AWS Premier Consulting Partner

 • 1,000+ AWS Certifications

 • 3,000+ AWS Accreditations

VMware Cloud™ on AWS brings VMware’s enterprise-class Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC) 
software to the AWS Cloud, enabling you to run applications across private, public and hybrid 
cloud environments. But how do you ensure a seamless experience building, migrating, operating 
and optimizing what this next-generation cloud environment has to offer, while maximizing your 
existing VMware and AWS investments?

Rackspace Managed VMware Cloud on AWS accelerates and optimizes your transformation to 
a multi-cloud experience. Leveraging VMware SDDC technologies, Rackspace helps you achieve 
your hybrid cloud goals by moving your VMware workloads out of the data center and into your 
best-fit location — whether that’s a private cloud hosted at a Rackspace data center or in the 
AWS cloud.

WHY R ACKSPACE MANAGED VMWARE CLOUD ON AWS?

With Rackspace Managed VMware Cloud, you gain access to unbiased and certified expertise 
and services for optimized cloud operations across VMware and AWS — all from one single 
experienced provider. You gain access to advanced multi-cloud expertise for integration and 
deployments without investing in new staff or retraining existing teams. As a result, you are free 
to focus on your business, evolve your applications and work toward achieving your goals.

No matter where your company is in your cloud journey, the experts at Rackspace are available 
to help ensure you have a best-fit solution optimized to leverage the full VMware and AWS 
ecosystem of resources.

KEY BENEFITS

Managed VMware Cloud on AWS is the product of a strong collaboration between leading 
technology providers that provides you with these key benefits:

World-class operations and account management: Get a unified and seamless experience across 
VMware and AWS from a single provider that includes consolidated billing, flexible payment 
options, 24x7x365 support, industry-leading SLAs and direct access to dedicated account teams 
for business and technical issues.

Accelerated path to the next-generation of cloud: A Global Center of Excellence, Rackspace 
utilizes deep expertise and partnerships with VMware and AWS to simplify building, migrating, 
operating and optimizing VMware Cloud on AWS. Rackspace experts can also setup and manage 
AWS accounts on your behalf.

Cross-platform guidance and services: Rackspace professionals can help create a best-
fit solution to serve your specific business needs. You’ll receive unbiased guidance for your 
architecture, migration and cloud transformation strategies — including services to help 
progressively transform your applications to cloud-native AWS services.

SERVICE

Rackspace delivers Fanatical Support® for the world’s leading clouds — it’s the specialized 
expertise and 24x7x365, results-obsessed customer service that’s been a part of the company’s 
DNA since 1999. When you partner with Rackspace for VMware Cloud on AWS, you’ll discover all 
of the ways they provide service, including:

 • 24x7x365 support with proactive monitoring and troubleshooting

 • Industry leading response time Service-Level Agreements (SLAs)

R ACKSPACE MANAGED 
VMWARE CLOUD ON AWS
Best-in-class, cross-platform expertise and services to simplify, 
accelerate and optimize VMware Cloud on AWS.

CONTACT US

1-800-961-2888
www.rackspace.com/vmware/aws
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 • Unified cross-platform account management, billing and support

 • Procurement and management of AWS accounts on your behalf (optional)

 • Flexible cloud services designed to help optimize your investment in VMware and 
AWS resources

 • Account provisioning and configuration based on use case and best practices

 • Migration services using VMware Hybrid Cloud Extension (HCX)

KEY FEATURES

The following key features of Rackspace Managed VMware Cloud help ensure that your cloud 
operations are as flexible and high performance as possible:

VMware technology collaboration: Leverage your existing application ecosystem, including 
familiar VMware management tools and infrastructure, so you can migrate and expand without 
retooling your environment or refactoring code.

On-demand capacity and flexible consumption: Get rapid provisioning, on-demand capacity and 
a range of billing options, including hourly, monthly and yearly.

Access and integration with native AWS services: Extend the value of your existing enterprise 
apps with high-bandwidth, low-latency access to AWS services.

Easy workload portability and hybrid capabilities: Seamlessly move workloads bi-directionally 
between vSphere-based private and public clouds without having to purchase any new 
hardware, rewrite applications or modify your operations.

VMWARE CLOUD ON AWS

VMware SDDC running on dedicated Amazon EC2 elastic, bare-metal infrastructure, with access 
to native AWS service.

CONTACT US

1-800-961-2888
www.rackspace.com/vmware/aws
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